**John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 ephemera**

**Initial Letters**
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Extent: 9 boxes

**Box 1**

Letters
A - O

**Box 2**

Letters (continued)
P - Z

**Pictorial**

Animals and People
Architectural and Heraldic
Children and humorous

**Box 3**

Miscellaneous Initial letters and alphabets
De Bry, Theodore *A New Artist Alphabet* [Edinburgh; 1880] - Plates only
Miscellaneous

**Box 4**

Periodical articles
Various *Spanish Ballads* [London; 1832] (two copies: incomplete)

**Box 5**

NB The former contents of box 5 are now catalogued as Johnson P (Penmen) and form part of the Johnson books sequence

**Book Ornaments**

Ornaments tail pieces and borders (mainly seventeenth century)
Engraved ornaments

**Box 6**

**Book Ornaments (continued)**

Ornaments: Engraved and woodblock
Box 7

**Book Ornaments (continued)**
Ornaments taken from title pages

Box 8

**Illuminations and Lettering misc**
*The Art of Illuminating as Practised in Europe*

Box 9

**Illuminations and Lettering misc.**
Illuminated Letters
Miscellaneous

*See also*
Alphabets
Penmen: single sheets. 6 boxes
Penmen: books: catalogued as shelfmark Johnson P